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delegation, but my health is not too good and I have no personal con-
nection with any international statesmen at the prospective gathering,
I know the limit of my ability and above all, I place the country's wd-
fare first. As you know, Marquis Saionji, this is the basis on which I
always analyse a problem and draw my conclusions.
"As to the national questions, Premier Hara has been doing well
since he took office in September. He will likely defeat the bill to be
introduced in the Lower House extending the franchise."
"Huh, Kato, the late Katsura's political successor, originated the
measure when heading the opposition to the Cabinet. I was told—"
"That's true, Marquis. But—'* the Gcnro emphasized his words with
his waving finger—"but Premier Hani will dissolve the Diet if the bill
is presented. The Premier is right. Universal suffrage—ah, it's useless.
The masses know nothing about state affairs. They'll be the tools of
jabbering politicians, that's all"
The listener smiled.
"By the way, what will the Powers do about the Reds in Russia at
the Peace Conference, Marquis? Will they attack them from all sides
and wipe them out? Some Nipponese advocate independent decisive
action about Vladivostok to safeguard our shores from the Reds. To
that end, our Government entered into an agreement with China last
May. The two countries will defend themselves against the common
evil seeping through the Manchurian and Mongolian borders into the
Orient. Since last summer, \vc have been dispatching our troops at
President Wilson's suggestion,"
'The problem of the Siberian expedition must be discussed at some
future date, Field Marshal"
"Marquis Saionji, not merely discussed—something must immediately
and definitely be done about it,** The old Genro struck his knee with
his fist, and continued: "If the European Powers hesitate to smash the
Reds while they are still weak, those radical ideas and propaganda will
spread throughout the world.**
Saionji assented, adding: "Nippon agreed with America on her pro-
posal that each should send seven thousand men to Vladivostok, but
what can the foreign troops do there, Field Marshal, except policing?"
"That's it, Marquis* There is no definite objective, no concentration
of enemies. And the territory is vast It stretches from the coast of the
Sea of Nippon to Europe with the Arctic region as the northern limit
and the Amur River and the Gobi Desert as the southern boundaries,
Seven, even seventy, thousand soldiers would not mean anything in th«

